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 DISTINGUISHED EDUCATOR SERIES

 Robert J. Tierney

 Literacy assessment
 reform: Shifting beliefs,
 principled possibilities,
 and emerging practices

 Distinguished Educator Rob Tierney
 articulates 13 key principles for
 literacy assessment.
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 Developing better assessment practices
 requires more than simply choosing a
 new test or adopting a packaged infor

 mal assessment procedure. Indeed, it is diffi
 cult to imagine "plastic wrapped" versions of
 what these new assessment systems intend.
 Unfortunately, some assessment practices may
 be repackaged versions of old tests rather than
 new ways of doing assessment. And some as
 sessment practices, regardless of the label (au
 thentic assessment, alternative assessment,
 student-centered assessment, responsive eval
 uation, classroom-based assessment, or con
 structive assessment), may be compromised as
 they are made to fit tenets or principles out of
 character or inconsistent with the aspirations
 of these possibilities. Contributing to the con
 fusion may be reverence for certain technical
 attributes espoused by some pyschometricians
 and a predilection or political climate that
 tends to perpetuate top-down assessment and
 curriculum reform. Not surprising, profession
 als may differ in whether or not new forms of
 assessment live up to their promise.

 In hopes of helping to sort out some of these
 dilemmas?the oxymorons, compromises or, at
 the very least, different views of assessment,
 learners and learning, I have tried to make the
 ramifications of my definition of assessment
 more explicit with the articulation of a number
 of principles, which I describe in this article.
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 These principles for assessment emanate
 from personal ideals and practice as much as
 theory and research?a mix of child-centered
 views of teaching, pluralistic and developmen
 tal views of children, constructivist views of
 knowing, and critical theoretical views of em
 powerment. The view that I espouse strives to
 be in harmony with Bruner's (1990) notion
 that a democratic society "demands that we be
 conscious of how we come to our knowledge
 and be as conscious as we can be about the val

 ues that lead us to our perspectives. It asks us
 to be accountable for how and what we know"

 (p. 31). Likewise, my goal is aligned with con
 structivists' ways of knowing and the notion of
 responsive evaluation that Guba and Lincoln
 (1989) as well as others (e.g., Lather, 1986;
 Stake, 1983) have espoused:

 Responsive evaluation is not only responsive for the
 reason that it seeks out different stakeholder views

 but also since it responds to those items in the sub
 sequent collection of information. It is quite likely
 that different stakeholders will hold very different
 constructions with respect to any particular claim,
 concern, or issue. As we shall see, one of the major
 tasks of the evaluator is to conduct the evaluation
 in such a way that each group must confront and
 deal with the constructions of all the others, a
 process we shall refer to as a hermeneutic dialectic.
 (Guba & Lincoln, 1989, p. 41)

 I also find my views aligning with critical
 theorists (e.g., Baker & Luke, 1991; Freir? &

 Macedo, 1987; Gee, 1990; hooks, 1989,1994)
 who suggest that the point of literacy is to re
 flect upon, and be empowered by, text rather
 than to be subjugated by it?that literacy con
 tributes to social transformation as we connect

 with what we read and write, not in acquies
 cence, but in reaction, reflection, and response.

 In accordance with these notions, I con
 tend that to be both accountable and empow
 ered, readers and writers need to be both
 reflective and pragmatic. To do so, readers and
 writers need to be inquirers?researching their
 own selves, considering the consequences of
 their efforts, and evaluating the implications,
 worth, and ongoing usefulness of what they
 are doing or have done. Teachers can facili
 tate such reflection by encouraging students
 to keep traces of what they do, by suggesting
 they pursue ways to depict their journey (e.g.,
 webs or a narrative or listing of steps) and by
 setting aside time to contemplate their progress
 and efforts. These reflections can serve as con
 versation starters?conversations about what

 they are doing and planning to do and what
 they did and have learned. I suggest moving
 toward conversations and notes rather than
 checklists, rubrics, and more formal evalua
 tions, which seem to distance the student from
 what she/he is doing, has done, or might do.

 These principles stem from a concern that
 new assessment efforts need to be principled
 and thoughtful rather than faddish. They reflect
 a need for a major paradigm shift as regards
 how we assess, why we assess, and the ways
 these assessments are manifest in the classroom.

 Some ramifications include a new type of pro
 fessionalism on the part of teachers, a shift in
 the relationship between testing and teaching

 These principles stem from a
 concern that new assessment
 efforts need to be principled and
 thoughtful rather than faddish.

 and between teacher, students, and parents. In
 general, these principles call for a willingness to
 recognize complexity and diversity and an ap
 proach to assessment that begins from inside
 rather than outside the classroom. Are we suc

 ceeding in terms of shifting such values?
 Currently, there are several efforts occurring
 that are simultaneously studying and supporting
 such shifts (see, for instance, Tierney, Clark,
 Fenner, Wiser, Herter, & Simpson, in press). I
 am optimistic enough to think we have the mak
 ings of a movement that is beginning to estab
 lish its own identity?one that is aligned with
 contemporary views of learning, and more con
 sistent with pluralistic and constructivist ethics
 (see especially Moss, 1996).

 The principles
 Principle 1: Assessments should emerge

 from the classroom rather than be imposed
 upon it. Classrooms are places where wonder
 ful ideas are encountered every day; where
 children engage with one another in a myriad
 of social interactions; where learning can oc
 cur as the culmination of a unit of work, in
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 conjunction with an experiment, or as students
 work with others or watch others work. Learn

 ings may be fleeting, emerging, reinforced,
 and challenged. Oftentimes teachers expect
 certain learnings; at other times, teachers are
 surprised at what is learned.

 The learnings that occur in classrooms are
 difficult to predict. Children are different not
 only in their interests and backgrounds, but
 also in terms of their literacies. While most

 teachers may begin the year with a sense of
 what they want to cover, generally they do not
 consider their plans to be cast in stone. Indeed,
 they are quick to adjust to their assessment of
 their students' needs and even to discard and

 begin afresh. They are more apt to begin with a
 menu of possibilities and an open-ended agen
 da, which allows for learning that is oppor
 tunistic and individualized.

 With the movement to more child-centered

 approaches, teaching and learning have be
 come less prescriptive and predetermined and
 have given way to notions of emergent litera
 cy and negotiated curriculums. Most teachers
 espouse following the lead of the child.
 Unfortunately, testing practices tend to abide
 by a different orientation. Many forms of tra
 ditional tests do not measure what is valued and

 what is occurring in classrooms. Changes in
 testing have not kept pace with shifts in our un
 derstanding of learning and literacy develop
 ment. Moreover, they often perpetuate an
 approach to assessment that is from the outside
 in rather than from the inside out. Indeed, I of
 ten argue that one of the reasons for emergent
 assessment is to ensure that assessment prac
 tices keep up with teaching and learning rather
 than stagnate them by perpetuating the status
 quo or outdated views of literacy learning.

 Compare, if you will, these two scenarios:
 Students in one classroom are engaged in a

 wide array of reading and writing experiences,
 projects, book talks, conferences, and work
 shops. In conjunction with these activities the
 students keep journals in which they discuss
 their reflections, including their goals and self
 assessment of their achievements. In addition,
 each student maintains a log of his or her read
 ing and writing activities, as well as a folder
 that contains almost everything. Portfolios, in
 turn, are used to keep track of the key aspects
 of their work over time. During teacher con
 ferences with the students, the teacher encour

 ages the students to note what they have
 achieved and want to pursue further. The
 teacher keeps her/his own informal notes on
 what is occurring?focusing on a menu of dif
 ferent aspects drawn from a menu of possibil
 ities that the teacher and some colleagues
 developed. The menu supports but does not
 constrain the notes that the teacher keeps on
 the students. As part of the process, these notes
 are shared with the students, who are encour
 aged to add their own comments to them. At
 parent-teacher conferences and student-led
 parent conferences both the teacher and the
 student refer back to these notes, portfolios,
 etc. to remind themselves of and share what
 has occurred.

 The students in another classroom are en

 gaged in a wide array of activities but are not
 encouraged to monitor themselves. Periodical
 ly the teacher distributes a checklist to each
 student with a preset listing of skills that the
 child has to check. Likewise the teacher may
 interrupt the flow of activities and check the
 students in terms of these preset listing of
 skills. The skills on the list bear some relation

 ship to some things that are done, but there are
 a host of things that are not included and some
 other things that are included that do not seem
 to apply. The listing of skills was not devel
 oped by the teacher nor is it open ended.
 Instead, the list was developed by a curriculum
 committee for the district. In some ways the
 list reflects a philosophy and approach that do
 not match the current situation. Nonetheless,
 the teacher is expected to keep the checklist
 and file it. After the checklist is completed and
 filed it is not reexamined or revised.

 The first example is representative of an
 inside-out approach?that is, what is assessed
 and the manner in which the assessment of

 various learnings is carried out and originates
 from within the classroom. An inside-out ap
 proach does not involve overly rigid a priori
 determinations of what should be looked for

 nor does it restrict the types of learning to be
 examined. In addition, assessment is negotiat
 ed among the parties that are involved.

 Our second example may give the illusion
 of being inside out, but it actually perpetuates
 the outside-in approach. In this classroom the
 teacher uses informal assessment procedures,
 but they do not fit with or emerge from the
 classroom, and there is no negotiation between
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 teacher and student. While the second type of
 classroom may represent an improvement over
 classrooms that depend upon standardized as
 sessments and periodic checks, it has some

 major shortcomings in terms of what is being
 done and how these things are negotiated.
 Such a classroom does not invest in or trust the

 professionalism and problem-solving abilities
 of teachers, as well as the need for student in
 volvement.

 Principle 2: Effective testing requires
 teacher professionalism with teachers as
 learners. Many of the assessment practices in
 schools (especially standardized tests) have a
 dysfunctional relationship with teachers and
 learners. Whereas in most relationships you
 expect a give and take, actual testing practices
 in schools seem more estranged than recipro
 cal, more detached than intimate. This should
 come as no surprise for oftentimes testing per
 sonnel have separated themselves and their in
 struments from teachers and students. Testing
 divisions in school districts generally have de
 tached themselves from teachers and students
 or have forced teachers and students to work

 on their terms. In some districts, the testing
 division may use tenets tied to notions of ob
 jectivity and reliability to leverage control of
 what is tested as well as how, when, and why
 testing occurs.

 If teachers become involved in making as
 sessment decisions, the complexity of dealing
 with individual differences and differences
 across classes and schools is apt to surface. It
 may become problematic to assume that dif
 ferent students can be assessed with the same

 test, that comparisons across students are
 straightforward, or that students' performance
 and progress can be adequately represented
 with scores derived by periodical administra
 tions of tests.

 Quite often teachers will make reference
 to the tests that they are required to use, prin
 cipals will allude to the district and state
 policy, and the district and state lay the re
 sponsibility on the public. Some systems seem
 to be either resistant to change or entrenched in
 their commitments.

 But, teachers relinquishing control of as
 sessment leads to a loss of self-determinacy
 and professionalism, which is problematic for
 a number of reasons. It seems to accept and
 reinforce the view that teachers cannot be

 trusted. It removes responsibility for instruc
 tional decisions from the hands of those who

 need to be making them. As a result, it de
 creases the likelihood that assessment will be

 aligned with teaching and learning and in
 creases the separation between how learning is
 occurring in classrooms and how it is tested
 and reported. It depersonalizes the experience
 and serves as an excuse for relinquishing re
 sponsibility. Essentially, the external control of
 testing and standardization of testing proce
 dures tend to perpetuate teacher and student
 disenfranchisement.

 Teachers are in a better position to
 know and learn about an individual's
 development than outsiders.

 Teachers are in a better position to know
 and learn about an individual's development
 than outsiders. They are with the student over
 time across a variety of learning situations. As
 a result they become aware of the subtle
 changes and nuances of learning within and
 across individuals. They are sensitive to stu
 dent engagement, student interests, student
 personalities, and the idiosyncrasies of stu
 dents across learning activities. They are less
 likely to overstate or ascribe too much signifi
 cance to results on a single test that may have
 an alienating impact upon a student. They are
 in a better position to track and assess learn
 ing in the context of teaching and child watch
 ing, and therefore to help students assess
 themselves. Effective teachers are effective
 learners themselves; they are members of a
 community of learners in a classroom.

 So how might assessment be changed?
 Teachers, in partnership with their students,
 need to devise their own classroom assessment

 systems. These systems should have goals for
 assessment tied to teaching and learning.
 These goals should be tied to the types of
 learning and experiences deemed desirable
 and, therefore, should be established by those
 most directly invested in the student's educa
 tion?the teachers and the students them
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 selves. These standards/features should be
 open ended and flexible enough to adjust to the
 nuances of classroom life. Tied to these goals
 might be an array of assessment activities from
 formalized procedures to very informal, from
 student self-assessment activities to teacher
 observations to periodical assessments via
 portfolios or other ways of checking progress.

 Teachers and students need to be willing to
 change and recognize that there exists no quick
 fix or prepackaged way to do assessment.
 Indeed, prepackaged assessments are apt to be
 the antithesis of what should be developed.
 Unfortunately, teachers, students, and care
 givers may have been enculturated to view as
 sessment as predetermined rather than
 emergent and as having a look and feel quite
 different from more direct and classroom
 derived assessments.

 More direct forms of assessment might
 involve ongoing monitoring of students by
 sampling reading and writing behaviors, main
 taining portfolios and journals, holding peri
 odic conferences, and keeping anecdotal
 records. Several teachers and state efforts sug
 gest that the community will support, if not
 embrace, such changes. We have numerous af
 fidavits from teachers to that effect, which are

 corroborated by published reports of others
 such as Shepard and Bliem (1995), who found
 community support for performance assess
 ments or more direct methods of assessment
 over traditional assessments was forthcoming
 and considerable when caregivers were pre
 sented with examples of the options.

 Principle 3: Assessment practices should
 be client centered and reciprocal. The notion
 that assessment should empower students and
 caregivers suggests an approach consistent
 with a more client-centered approach to learn
 ing. A client-centered approach to assessment
 is not novel. In areas such as psychotherapy
 and medicine, client-centered orientations are
 more the rule than the exception. In a court of
 law the judicial process hinges upon the notion
 of advocacy for a client. In attempts at being
 client centered, teachers are apt to consider
 what students take away from tests or teacher
 student conferences. A shift to client-centered

 approaches addresses how assessment prac
 tices are helping students assess themselves?
 i.e., the extent to which students might know
 how they can check their own progress.

 Indeed, the development of assessment prac
 tices with such provisions may have far-reach
 ing consequences. It suggests that we should
 shift the whole orientation of assessment from

 developing better methods of assessing stu
 dents toward better methods of helping stu
 dents assess themselves.

 So how might client-centered assessment
 look? It would look like child-centered learn

 ing. Teachers would strive to help students as
 sess themselves. Their orientation would shift

 from subjecting students to assessment prac
 tices to respecting students for their self
 assessment initiatives. This entails a shift from

 something you do to students to something
 you do with them or help them do for them
 selves?a form of leading from behind.

 A number of classrooms have in place the
 beginnings of student self-assessment vehicles
 via the use of journals, logs, and portfolios.
 But this is just a beginning; self-assessment
 should extend to every aspect of the class
 room, from helping students formulate their
 own learning goals, to helping students make
 decisions on what they can handle and need, to
 having them collaborate in the development
 of report cards and parent-teacher conferences.
 Too, the involvement of students in their own
 assessment helps with the management of such
 activities. This might entail having students set
 their own goals at the beginning of a unit (not
 unlike what is proposed with K-W-L); hold
 conferences with teachers, parents, or peers as
 they progress or wrestle with issues; look at
 their efforts and study their progress; and set
 future goals at the end of a unit in conjunction
 with parent conferences, or as alternatives to
 report cards.

 There are numerous ways to start these
 conversations. I ground my conversations
 about assessment for and with students in the

 actual portfolio without the intrusion of a
 grade or score. Scores and grades only give the
 illusion of accuracy and authority; conversa
 tions connected to portfolios or other forms of

 more direct assessment unmask the bases for

 decision making and spur the conversation to
 ward a consideration of the evidence, an ap
 preciation of assumptions and the negotiations
 of goals. "Let's look," "I can show you," "It's
 like this," "I see what you mean," and "Do you
 think" displace more general and removed
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 conversations, which tend to be categorical
 rather than contributory.

 Various forms of self-analysis can com
 plement portfolios and be wonderful spring
 boards for such conversations. For example,
 sometimes I will have students represent their
 progress and goals with bar graphs or other vi
 sual representations (e.g., Venn diagrams,
 landscapes) in a fashion akin to "then," "now,"
 and "future" and use these graphs as conver
 sation starters. In turn, the visuals serve as the
 basis for having students delve into their port
 folios and examine evidence about what they
 have achieved and what they might focus upon
 or set their sights on.

 Principle 4: Assessment should be done
 judiciously, with teachers as advocates for stu
 dents and ensuring their due process. A useful
 metaphor, if not rule, for rethinking assess
 ment can be derived from aligning assessment
 with judicial processes. In a court of law, an in
 dividual on trial is given an advocate who pre
 sents evidence, including testimony, to present
 a case on behalf of the client. The client and

 the lawyer work in tandem. The trial is judged
 upon whether or not the client was given a just
 hearing and whether or nor her or his repre
 sentation was adequate. The client has the right
 to see the evidence presented for and against
 her or him, the right to reports developed, the
 right to present his or her own evidence and ar
 guments, and the right to appeal. Also, in the
 event the client is not satisfied with his or her

 representation, the client has the right to re
 quest someone else to support his or her mak
 ing a case or, if concerned about procedure, to
 request a retrial.

 Now consider how students are put on tri
 al in our school systems. They may or may not
 have an advocate, they may or may not be giv
 en adequate representation, and the evidence
 that is presented may or may not best represent
 their cases. They may not see the reports that
 are developed. Indirect indicators such as stan
 dardized tests, of questionable (if not cir
 cumstantial) quality, serve as the basis for
 decisions that restrict opportunities. In a host
 of ways assessment activities appear less judi
 cious than they should be. Indeed, students are
 rarely given the right to appeal or to provide
 their own evidence?it is as if the students'

 right to due process is violated.

 An examination of the law governing pub
 lic schools raises some interesting concerns re
 garding schooling. Over the last 30 years,
 some key U.S. Supreme Court decisions have
 been offered that should direct our thinking.
 In Tinker v. Des Moines Independent School
 District, 393 U.S. 503 (1969), a case involv
 ing freedom of speech, the Court established
 some key principles undergirding students'
 rights. The Court wrote: "In our system, state
 operated schools may not be enclaves for to
 talitarianism.... Students in schools, as well as
 out of school are possessed of fundamental
 rights which the State must respect." This po
 sition was reaffirmed in the case of Goss v.

 Lopez, 419 U.S. 565 (1975). As Justice White
 stated, "young people do not 'shed their con
 stitutional rights' at the schoolhouse door"?
 the right to due process is of particular
 importance when the impact of an event "may
 interfere with later opportunities."

 I would hope that legislators pursue prac
 tices that place students' rights at a premium
 rather than displace such a goal with practices
 that serve first to protect themselves against le
 gal challenges. At a minimum, I would hope
 that any assessments afford students better due
 process, including the right of disclosure and
 presentation of evidence on behalf of the stu
 dent, as well as the right to appeal the use of
 indirect or circumstantial evidence. Moreover,
 I would hope my appeal for judicious assess

 ment shifts the pursuit of such to being both a
 goal and a right.

 Unfortunately, some U.S. state legislators
 may be more intent on protecting themselves
 against possible litigation than ensuring that stu
 dents' rights have been fully supported. For ex
 ample, they might consider that the spirit of due
 process has been satisfied when students have
 been given advance notice of tests and what
 these tests will entail?that is, in lieu of oppor
 tunities to appeal or students providing their own
 "alternative" evidence of progress or proficien
 cies. Also, an insipid development occurs when
 teaching to the test is used to maximize the le
 gal defensibility of tests. In particular, states will
 often try to finesse the possibility of legal chal
 lenges of test bias by ensuring that students have
 had the opportunity to learn the content covered
 on tests. To avoid litigation and appear to ad
 dress local needs, they will establish programs to
 prepare students for the tests and therefore
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 "make" their tests unbiased by definition. The
 attitude of most institutions and states is to em

 phasize legal defensibility ahead of protection
 for and advocacy on behalf of students.

 Principle 5: Assessment extends beyond
 improving our tests to the purposes of assess

 ment and how results from assessment are
 used, reported, contextualized, and perceived.
 Any consideration of assessment needs to be
 broadly defined to encompass an exploration
 of the relationship between assessment and
 teaching, as well as facets such as report cards,
 parent-teacher-student conferences, and the
 student's ongoing record. These facets should
 not be viewed as exempt from scrutiny in
 terms of the principles described herein. They
 should be subjected to the same guidelines.

 Rather than keep the parent or
 caregiver at arm's length in the
 negotiations over reform, we
 need to embrace the concerns that
 parents have and the contributions
 that they can make.

 Just as the goals for developing better
 classroom-based assessment procedures are
 tied to the principles discussed herein, so report
 cards, records, and other elements must be ex
 amined in terms of whether they adequately
 serve the ends for which they are intended.
 Take, if you will, report cards. Do report cards
 serve the needs of the student, teacher, and par
 ent? Do they represent a vehicle for ongoing
 communication and goal setting? Are they
 done judiciously? If not, how might the method
 of reporting be changed to afford such possibil
 ities? Or, take, if you will, the student's records.
 For what purposes are the records used? Are
 the records adequate for these purposes?

 Changes in assessment should be viewed
 systemically. When teachers contemplate a
 shift in classroom assessment, it is rarely a

 matter of simply making selected adjustments

 or additions. What a teacher does with one
 facet should and will affect another. For ex

 ample, a teacher who incorporates a portfolio
 approach is likely to become dissatisfied with
 traditional forms of reporting progress. The so
 lution is not to shy away from such changes,
 but to realize that they will need to occur and,
 if they do not, to realize that the failure to

 make such changes may undermine the
 changes already made. Teachers start to feel
 as if their new assessment initiatives are being
 compromised. Students may begin to sense
 mixed messages if teachers advocate student
 decision-making and then reassert their singu
 lar authority via the determination of a grade

 without any student input or negotiation. That
 is, teachers move in and out of assessment
 practices tied to very different underlying prin
 ciples. I feel as if the worth of assessment ef
 forts such as portfolios may be diminished if
 the portfolios are graded or graded inappro
 priately either without any student input or
 without consideration for diversity and rich
 ness?especially, what the portfolio might
 mean to the student. We need to keep an eye on
 achieving students' engagement in their own
 learning as we negotiate future goals and pos
 sibilities against the type of judgments that are

 made and reported by whom and how.
 We should not underestimate the impor

 tance of parent or caregiver involvement in
 such efforts. Rather than keep the parent or
 caregiver at arm's length in the negotiations
 over reform, we need to embrace the concerns
 that parents have and the contributions that
 they can make. In those situations where teach
 ers pursue alternatives to report cards, parent
 contributions may be crucial. Parents need to
 be informed of the goals and engaged in con
 tributing to the efforts. Because not all parents

 might see the advantages, they may need choic
 es. And, there are ways to avoid holding all par
 ents hostage to what one parent or a small
 number express as concerns. For example, in
 pursuit of student-led conferences as an alter
 native to report cards, Steve Bober (1995) pre
 sented parents in Massachusetts with a
 description of two alternatives and offered
 them a choice?student-led conferences or

 more traditional report cards. Parents choosing
 student-led conferences were also expected to
 write letters to their children after each confer

 ence. Apart from the distinctiveness of the
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 practice, what is notable is how Bober engaged
 parents as informed partners in the practice.

 Principle 6: Diversity should be embraced,
 not slighted. Oftentimes those assessing stu
 dents want to remove any cultural biases rather
 than recognize diversity and support individ
 ual empowerment. They often pursue culture
 free items and analysis procedures as a way
 of neatening and comparing. In pursuit of
 straightforward comparisons they assume that
 to be fair more items are needed, and therefore,

 the use of authentic assessment procedures will
 create problems, especially since the "time
 consuming nature of the problems limits the
 number" (Linn, Baker, & Dunbar, 1991, p. 18).
 In addition, they seem to support as a given the
 use of the same analysis systems for the re
 sponses of all students. They expect a respon
 dent to interpret a task in a certain way and
 respond in a set manner and may not tolerate
 variation in response, even if such variation
 might be justified. Whereas they might allude
 to the context-specific nature of any assess

 ment, they tend to retreat from considering in
 dividuals on their own merits or in their own

 ways.
 The term culture-free tests seems an oxy

 moron. I suspect that it is well nigh impossible,
 and certainly questionable, to extract cultural
 influences from any test or measure of some
 one's literacy. Literacy, your own and my own,
 is inextricably connected to cultural back
 ground and life experiences. Culture-free as
 sessments afford, at best, a partial and perhaps
 distorted understanding of the student. In other
 words, assessments that do not build upon the
 nature and nuances of each individual's expe
 riences should be viewed as limited and per
 haps flawed. Just as teachers attempt to engage
 students by building from their background of
 experiences, so assessment should pursue a
 goal of culture sensitivity. Classroom teach
 ing does not occur by ignoring or removing
 diversities. Nor should such a view of assess
 ment be dismissed because of its ideological or
 sociopolitical considerations: Recognition or
 validation of one's own experience would
 seem a basic human right.

 We need to aspire to culturally based as
 sessment practices. In some ways I see this
 pursuit consistent with John Ogbu's (1988,
 1991) notions about beginning to meet the
 needs of African American students?namely,

 an approach to educational reform that has a
 cultural ecological orientation. I envision cul
 tural ecological assessments that build upon,
 recognize, and value rather than displace what
 students have experienced in their worlds.

 For a number of years literacy educators
 have been willing to sidestep complex issues of
 culturally sensitive assessments by appealing to
 the need to make straightforward comparisons.
 For years standardized test developers and the
 National Assessment of Educational Progress
 have retreated from dealing with issues of
 nonuniformity and diversity as they have pur
 sued the development of scales for straight
 forward comparisons across individuals. In
 conjunction with doing this, they have often re
 vised their assessment instruments to ensure
 that results fit their models or views of litera

 cy. For example, they are apt to exclude items
 on topics tied to specific cultural interests and
 to remove items that show an advantage for one
 group over another. Even recent attempts es
 pousing guidelines for new approaches to per
 formance assessment (e.g., Linn et al., 1991) or
 exploring bias in testing minorities (Haney,
 1993) may have fallen prey to the same view of
 the world.

 Principle 7: Assessment procedures may
 need to be nonstandardized to be fair to the
 individual As teachers try to avail students of
 every opportunity within their control, they are
 constantly making adjustments as they "read"
 the students?their dispositions, verbal abili
 ties, familiarities, needs, and so on. We look
 for ways to maximize the learning for different
 students, and we know that different students

 may need different amounts of encouragement
 and very different kinds of support. If we stan
 dardized our teaching, we know what would
 apt to be the end result?some students with
 wonderful potential would reveal only certain
 sides of themselves and might not achieve
 their potential or even reveal who they are and

 what they might contribute and learn.
 Allowing for individual or even group

 differences creates havoc with the desire to
 standardize assessment. Standardization ap
 proaches each individual and group in the same
 way?that is, students perform the same tasks
 at the same time, and then their responses are
 assessed using the same criteria. But if different
 students' learning repertoires are different and
 different students enlist different strategies and
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 have different values, etc., and different ap
 proaches to testing, then what may be standard
 for one student may be unique for another.

 Studies across cultures, across classrooms,
 and within classrooms suggest that different
 students respond in different ways to different
 forms of assessment depending upon their his
 tories?cultural, classroom, or personal. As

 my previous principle suggested, how students
 respond should be looked at as different across
 situations and against a "comparative canvas,
 one that takes into account the nature of the

 community that students inhabit, both the
 community of the classroom and the commu
 nity of society with all of its past and present
 conditions and hopes for the future" (Purves,
 1982, p. 345). Green and Dixon (1994) have
 emphasized that students construct "situated
 repertoires associated with particular models
 for being a student...not generic ones" (p.
 237). We have ample demonstrations as to how
 the responsiveness of various groups and in
 dividuals in testing situations depends on their
 view of the social dynamics of the situation
 (Basso, 1970; Crumpler, 1996; Ogbu, 1988;
 Philips, 1983).

 Indeed, there is always a tension between a
 need for uniformity across individuals and
 groups and the use of procedures that are sensi
 tive to the different literacy developments of
 students, as well as the students' own predispo
 sitions to respond differently to different peo
 ple in different ways at different times. On
 numerous occasions my assessment of some
 students has been revised as a result of pursu
 ing more than one mode of response, as well as
 establishing different kinds of partnership with
 them or watching them interact over time in dif
 ferent situations with different individuals or

 groups. In turn, what may serve as a vehicle for
 uncovering the literacies of one student may not
 be a satisfactory method for uncovering those of
 another student or those of the same student at

 another time. Teachers need to be willing to use
 different means with different students whether

 they are assessing or teaching.
 The decision-making process may also be

 complicated by certain of our own predilec
 tions. In conjunction with my work on portfo
 lios, I am always surprised at the analyses that
 learners have done of their progress and the
 types of goals that they choose to pursue. They
 ascribe to elements in their portfolios signifi

 canee that I may have overlooked or not have
 been able to see. And, their decisions to pro
 ceed are often at variance with what I would
 have suggested.

 Principle 8: Simple-minded summaries,
 scores, and comparisons should be displaced
 with approaches that acknowledge the com
 plex and idiosyncratic nature of literacy devel
 opment. Straightforward comparisons across
 individuals are usually arbitrary, biased, and
 narrow. Assuming an approach to assessment
 with a new openness to complexity, respect for
 diversity, and interest in acquiring a rich pic
 ture of each student, then how might decisions
 be made about students? Those decisions that
 require reflection upon the individual's pro
 gress and prospects will likely be bountiful.
 Teachers who pursue an open-ended and di
 verse view of students will find little difficul

 ty negotiating new areas of pursuit with and
 for individual students. Decisions that demand

 comparisons from one individual to the next
 will be problematic, but these difficulties are
 not insurmountable. They require a willing
 ness to deal with uncertainties, to entertain
 possibilities, and to negotiate decisions, in
 cluding the possibility that there will be lack of
 agreement. The problems with comparisons
 are confounded when people assume that
 straightforward continuums or single scores
 can adequately describe students.

 Comparisons based upon scores are so
 problematic for a host of reasons: (a) Each stu
 dent's development is unique; (b) the literacies
 of one student will be different from another,
 and even the same literacies will involve dif
 fering arrays of facets; and (c) some of these
 facets will be unique to a certain situation.
 Literacy development is sufficiently different
 from one student to the next that the types of
 comparisons that might be made are quite com
 plex and multifaceted. The term literacy abili
 ties rather than literacy ability seems in order.
 If you were trying to portray the character of
 these developments, you might find yourself
 gravitating to describing individuals on their
 own terms. Unfortunately, the terms of com
 parison in place with standardized tests and
 NAEP assessments and implicit in many of the
 attempts to score portfolios and other class
 room-based data are often insensitive to such

 complexity. Looking at different individuals in
 terms of a single score masks variability and in
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 dividuality. Again, test makers err on the side
 of a level of simplification not unlike a massive
 "conspiracy of convenience" (Spiro, Vispoel,
 Schmitz, Samarapungavan, & Boerger, 1987,
 p. 180).

 The drive for uniformity is quite perva
 sive. Our assessment and instructional pro
 grams oftentimes include long lists of skills as
 outcomes to be assessed, taught, and mastered.
 It is assumed that skills are neatly packaged
 and discrete and that each makes a uniform
 contribution to literacy development. It is as
 sumed that students acquire these skills to

 mastery and that their ability to use them is
 uniform across literacy situations. In authen
 tic reading and writing situations within which
 genuine purposes are being pursued, this is un
 likely. Across literacy situations certain attrib
 utes may be more likely to be enlisted than
 others, and they are apt to be enlisted as clus
 ters rather than one by one or discretely.

 Too often literacy educators have ignored
 the complexities of the issues and have fallen
 back on convenience rather than exploring
 possibilities. Take, if you will, the attempts to
 wed some of the data emerging from perfor
 mance assessment (e.g., portfolios) with
 rubrics. The data generated from a portfolio

 might involve a rich array of samples or ob
 servations of the students' work across situa

 tions and time. These samples are apt to
 represent the students' pursuit of different
 goals, utilizing different resources, including
 content, under varying conditions. In some
 ways student classroom samples may vary as
 much as the works of art from an artist's port
 folio. Each sample may represent very differ
 ent achievements and processes. When you
 hold them, examine them, and discuss their
 significance you are in touch with the actual
 artifact and not some distant derivative.

 It is at this point, some would argue, that
 we can use a rubric to affix a score or scores
 or a sum total score to the student's work. But

 we need to examine a question that is the re
 verse of what is often asked. Instead of asking
 how we rate the portfolio, we should be asking
 whether the rubric measures up to the portfolio
 or to the assessment of complex performance.
 Moreover, in classrooms do we need a mea
 sure that is a distant derivative when we have

 the primary sources?the actual samples?to
 examine and reexamine using an array of lens

 es or perspectives? Whereas I argue for the
 context-specific nature of any assessment, ad
 vocates of rubrics seem to want to dismiss
 idiosyncrasies and variation?that is, they

 would retreat from being willing to consider
 individuals on their own merits or in their own

 ways. Unless rubrics are used to prompt a con
 sideration of possible ways to analyze work
 or as conversation starters in conjunction with
 revisiting the students' work samples, I see
 few advantages to their use in classrooms.

 Sometimes assessment of reading and writ
 ing becomes more far-fetched by adding togeth
 er a set of subscores. A key assumption often
 undergirding the use of such scores?especially
 the suggestion that they can be added and used
 as the basis of comparative decision making?
 is that the full and detailed portrait of an
 individual's literacies has been afforded. Unfor

 tunately, these dimensions are not exhaustive,
 these determinations of degree are not accurate,
 and they should not be added. To be able to do
 so, we would have to do the following:

 1. include all of the attributes or be assured

 that the partial listing that was developed is
 representative;

 2. determine how these attributes are con

 figured across situations;
 3. assume that ample evidence will be pro

 vided for assessing these attributes;
 4. develop scales for assessing attributes;

 and
 5. generate an algorithm that works across

 individuals by which we might combine the
 elements and their dimensions.

 I would posit that we do not have such
 samples, sampling procedures, ways of pro
 curing evidence, adequate scales, or algorithm.
 And it is problematic to assume that an algo
 rithm that simply represents sums would ever
 be adequate. The complexity of literacy is such
 that we cannot assume a basis for generating
 or combining scores.

 Literacy assessments cannot and should
 not be so rigid. Perhaps there are some bench
 marks that are appropriate across all students.
 Perhaps there are benchmarks appropriate to
 some readers and not others. But such bench

 marks are likely to represent a partial view of
 any student's literacies. The use of scores and
 continua as ways of affording simplification
 and comparability has a tendency to camou
 flage the subjectivity of assessment and give
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 test developers the allusion of objectivity. The
 use of scores and continua is not more objec
 tive; it is arbitrary. Guba and Lincoln (1989)
 have suggested the shift toward accepting the
 inevitability of relativism and the complexities
 across different settings may require the on
 going, ecumenical, and recursive pursuit of
 shared possibilities rather than a single set of
 absolute truths.

 Principle 9: Some things that can be as
 sessed reliably across raters are not worth as
 sessing; some things that are worth assessing
 may be difficult to assess reliably except by
 the same rater. Oftentimes, test makers and
 researchers will perseverate on whether or not
 they can consistently measure certain abilities.
 They tout reliability as the major criteria for
 whether or not a test is valid. The end result

 is that some things that are worth measuring
 are discarded and some things that are not
 worth measuring or valuing achieve an elevat
 ed level of importance. Typically, complex
 and individualistic learning tends to be short
 changed whereas the currency of learnings
 that are easier to define may be inflated. For
 example, in writing assessment, constructs
 such as style or voice may be shortchanged,

 while spelling and punctuation may be inflat
 ed. In reading, constructs such as self-ques
 tioning, engagement, and interpretation may
 be shortchanged, while speed, factual recall,
 and vocabulary may be elevated.

 Unfortunately, reliability is translated to
 mean that two different scorers or raters will

 be able to assess the same thing in the same
 way. Unless a high degree of agreement across
 raters is achieved, test makers will deem a
 measure unreliable and therefore question its
 worth. In so doing, they may be making the
 mistake of assuming that reliability equates to
 agreement when verifiability may be a better
 approach.

 We should be willing to accept differences
 of opinion in terms of how certain abilities are
 rated or discerned. Some abilities and strate
 gies are difficult to pin down in terms of clear
 operational definitions. Different raters or
 even the same raters at different times are apt
 to develop different constructions of the same
 phenomena. Sometimes these shifts arise as a
 result of the different predispositions of the
 raters. Sometimes they arise as different facets
 of the phenomena are taken into account either

 by different raters or the same rater. Some
 times they arise as a result of differences in
 how students enlisted certain abilities. Such
 differences should not be viewed as surprising,
 for they coincide with two key tenets of most
 current views of learning: the notion of an on
 going constructive nature of knowing; and the
 situation-specific nature of learning. Differ
 ences are apt to exist across and within an in
 dividual's literacies (e.g., reading a newspaper
 for purposes of locating an advertisement ver
 sus reading a romance novel for pleasure) and
 from one individual to the next. In other
 words, some features may or may not apply to
 some students' literacy, and some facets may
 apply uniquely to individuals.

 One should not be seduced into thinking
 that variables that are easy to define should be
 looked at to the exclusion of those that are dif

 ficult to assess. It may be foolish to exclude
 some facets because they are difficult to assess
 or because they look different either across
 students or situations or by the raters. Like
 wise, one should not be seduced into thinking
 that every reading and writing act is the same
 and involves the same variables. If the only lit
 eracy facets scored are those common across
 students and those that can be scored with high
 reliability across different students' responses,
 then certain facets will be given more weight
 than they deserve, and some important facets

 may be excluded.
 Principle 10: Assessment should be more

 developmental and sustained than piecemeal
 and shortsighted. To assess how well a student
 is doing, our vision or vistas need to change.
 If assessment goals are tied to development,
 then we need to look at patterns and long-term
 goals. What we see or look for in a single se
 lection or case may not be helpful in looking
 for patterns across cases, selections, or cir
 cumstances. For example, as a reader or writer
 reads and writes a single selection, we might
 look for engagement and active involvement.

 Across situations we might want to consider
 the extent to which the interest and engage

 ment are maintained across a range of materi
 al for different purposes. We also might be
 interested in the extent to which the student

 has developed a value for reading and writing
 that is reflected in how he or she uses reading
 and writing inside and outside the class. This
 may be apparent in her or his self-selection of
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 Short- and long-term contrasts in assessment

 Short-term/single instance  Long-term/multiple situations

 Affect
 Engaged
 Active
 Thoughtful

 Strategies
 Planning
 Fixing up and troubleshooting
 Making connections
 Looking back, forward, and beyond

 Collaborating
 Outcomes
 Main idea
 Details
 Conclusions
 Implications

 Self-assessment
 Self-monitoring
 Online problem solving

 Value
 Self-seeking ongoing
 Habit

 Flexible, reflective, coordinated, selective,
 customized

 Community building

 Overall understandings, intertextual connections
 Projects
 Applications
 Range of problems and activities
 Overall understandings and themes

 Self-scrutiny, goal setting, self-determinations
 Overall goals, progress, patterns

 books or self-initiated writing to serve differ
 ent purposes.

 Within areas such as the students' abilities

 to read with understanding, our goal for a sin
 gle selection might be the extent to which a
 reader understands the main idea or theme or

 can draw conclusions using selected details,
 etc. Across selections or in the long term, we
 might be interested in how the students use dif
 ferent books to contribute overall understand
 ings tied to units or projects or their own
 developing understandings of the world. Or,
 we might be interested in self-assessment.
 With a single selection we could focus on the
 reader's or writer's ability to monitor reading
 and writing, to set goals for a specific selec
 tion, and to problem-solve and wrestle with

 meaning-making. Across selections we might
 be interested in the reader's or writer's ability
 to set goals and assess progress across several
 selections. In looking across selections, you
 should not expect that students will always ap
 pear to reveal the same level of sophistication
 with skills and strategies or necessarily use the
 same skills and strategies. See the Table for
 other short-term, long-term contrasts.

 A shift toward assessment that examines

 students over time aligns assessment with

 classroom practices that pursue sustained en
 gagement and aim to help students derive an
 understanding of patterns. It shifts our teach
 ing and learning to long-term possibilities
 rather than the specific and short-term objec
 tives of a lesson.

 Principle 11: Most interpretations of re
 sults are not straightforward. Assessment
 should be viewed as ongoing and suggestive,
 rather than fixed or definitive. In many ways
 teaching involves constant redevelopment or
 continuous experimentation and adjustments
 to plans, directions, and future goals. To ap
 preciate the complexities and sophistication
 of teaching, consider the image one conjures
 up for a Sportsperson. In certain sports (e.g.,
 baseball, tennis) involving eye-hand coordi
 nation with racquets or bats, players will be
 gin their swing and constantly be making
 subtle adjustments as balls with different ve
 locities, rotations, and angles are thrown at
 them. But sporting events pale in comparison
 with the dynamics of teacher-student interac
 tions?the adjustments, just in time decision

 making, and ebb and flow of activities that oc
 cur. Teachers deal with students whom they
 may be trying to respond to, motivate, mobi
 lize, develop, and coach while understanding
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 their needs, beliefs, strategies, and possible
 ways of responding as they are interacting with
 one another and dealing with the rest of their
 lives. Not surprising, teachers have to be a mix
 of ecologist, developer, advocate, coach, play
 er, actor-director, stage manager, mayor, and
 sometimes counselor. Teachers are always
 planning and recognizing the need to make
 constant adjustments to what they are doing
 and what they might do next.

 For these purposes, the typical assessment
 data (e.g., scouting reports of students provid
 ed by school records, premeasures of abilities,
 standardized or even informal assessments)

 may provide limited guidance to teachers in
 terms of the moment-by-moment decision

 making and even planning for the next day or
 week or even month. Too often typical student
 records seem as limited as a mug shot taken
 of the learner; you may be able to identify the
 learner (depending upon your ability to see
 likenesses) but may not. Certainly, the mug
 shot will not afford you an appreciation of the
 character of the student, nor will it help you
 understand the range of things that the student
 can do, nor will it support your ability to ne
 gotiate either long-term or short-term learn
 ing goals.

 Most classroom-based assessments offer
 more promise but are still limited. Classroom
 based assessment procedures may give teach
 ers a better sense of how students will proceed
 in like circumstances and may also afford a
 fuller picture of the student across time.
 Portfolios, for example, are equivalent to scrap
 books involving multiple snapshots of the
 learner in a variety of contexts. Such assess

 ments might afford a fuller and richer depiction
 of the learner and his or her pattern of devel
 opment, but judgments?especially prescrip
 tions?are never as straightforward as they

 might appear. The possibility of obtaining a
 complete vision of a learner is complicated by
 our inability to constantly monitor a learner,
 delve into and interpret his or her innermost
 thoughts, and achieve more than one perspec
 tive on the learner. It is also tied to the ever

 changing nature of learning. Apart from the
 fact that our snapshots of classroom learning
 tend to be still shots of the learner, these images
 are tied to a place and time that has become
 more historical than current. Such limitations

 might be viewed as a problem if we were to

 perseverate on wanting to pin down what to do
 next with a student and be sure to stick to a set

 course. Instead, they should be anticipated and
 viewed as tentative bases for where and when

 one might begin. While we can develop short
 and long-term goals and plans, we should not
 approach our teaching as if our prescriptions
 should not be altered, assessment fixed, nor di
 rections more than suggestive.

 Likewise, we should not approach assess
 ment as if our results need be final or base our

 subsequent actions as if we have derived a de
 cision that is any better than a hunch. We
 should avoid assuming that our assessments do
 anything more than afford us information that
 we might consider. No assessment should be
 used as restrictively or rigidly as decisions
 made in courts of law, yet I fear that many are.
 Instead we should reinforce what needs to oc

 cur in classrooms?constant adjustments,
 shifts, and ongoing decision making by teach
 ers who are constantly watching, learning,
 coaching, and responding to students, peers,
 and others.

 Principle 12: Learning possibilities
 should be negotiated with the students and
 stakeholders rather than imposed via stan
 dards and assessment that are preset, pre
 scribed, or mandated. The state within which I
 reside (along with many other states) has been
 seduced into thinking that standard setting

 may be the answer to improving education by
 ensuring that teachers teach and students learn
 certain basic skills. I find myself quite dis
 couraged that our professional associations
 have aligned with similar efforts. Historically,
 standard setting (and the proficiency testing
 that it spurs) has tended to restrict access and
 experimentation at the same time as it has
 tended to support agendas tied to gatekeeping
 and exclusion.

 The standard-setting enterprise and the pro
 ficiency-testing industry have the potential to
 perpetuate the view that we can set targets that
 we can easily reach. Unfortunately, it is prob
 lematic to assume that development is simply
 setting a course for the student from A to B?
 especially when A is not taken into account and
 B is tied to views of outcomes looking for ex
 pertise rather than individual assessment of de
 velopment. Without ample consideration being
 given for where students are and how and why
 they develop and their aspirations, we are apt to
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 have our targets misplaced and our learning
 routes poorly aligned. I was in attendance at one
 of the many sessions on standards sponsored by
 the International Reading Association and the
 National Council for Teachers of English, when
 a speaker talked about standards using the anal
 ogy of a basketball player of the caliber of
 Michael Jordan as the "standard." As the speak
 er discussed the worth of setting standards based
 upon what we view as aspirations, I mulled over
 my height and my skill and what I might do to
 improve. Then I reminded myself of my reasons
 for playing basketball and where I am insofar
 as my background in basketball. I play basket
 ball for fun, to be with my sons, and for exercise.

 We need to realize that we should be asking who
 is deciding? Whose standards are being repre
 sented? In some ways the quest for educational
 improvement via standards and in turn profi
 ciency testing places a premium on uniformity
 rather than diversity and favors prepackaged
 learning over emerging possibilities.

 In a similar vein, advocates of standards
 emphasize the importance of the role of mak
 ing judgments by comparisons to Olympic
 skating and other activities where success is

 measured by the trophies one achieves or the
 graded measures that are applied. I think we
 need to challenge this metaphor and question
 the emphasis on judgment rather than support.
 I prefer to think of a teacher as a coach rather
 than a judge?a supporter and counselor ver
 sus a judge and award- or grade-giver. I would
 like to see teachers view their role as providing
 guidance, handholding, and comments rather
 than As, Bs, and Cs or some score. In my view
 of a more ideal world, I see teachers, students,
 and caregivers operating in a kind of public
 sphere where they are part of the team negoti
 ating for a better self. In this regard, I find my
 self fascinated with several classroom projects:
 with the kind of self-reflection and analysis
 occurring amidst the community-based pre
 school efforts of Reggio Emilia (Forman,
 1993, 1994) where teachers, students, and
 community work together developing and im
 plementing curriculum plans, ponder the right
 questions to ask to spur students' reflections,
 develop insights, and learn; with the work of
 Short, Harste, and Burke (1996) on developing
 inquiry in Indianapolis schools (as they engage
 students and teachers in considering the anom
 alies, patterns, and ways of looking at them

 selves); with the work of the Santa Barbara
 Classroom Discourse Group (1992a, 1992b),
 a community of teachers, researchers, and stu
 dents interested in understanding how life in
 classrooms is constructed and how expecta
 tions and practices influence opportunities to
 access, accomplish, and learn in school; and
 with the work of Fenner (1995) who uses a
 general form of Toulmin's (1958) analysis of
 argumentation to examine classroom conver
 sations and student self-assessments with port
 folios and looks for ways to help students look
 at themselves in terms of evidence, assump
 tions, claims, and goals. Fenner's approach to
 self-assessment moves us away from the typi
 cal checklist that asks students to detail in
 rather vague and unsubstantiated fashion their
 strengths and goals in a kind of "hit and miss"
 fashion.

 Unfortunately, rather than language that
 suggests a view of classrooms as developmen
 tal and nurturing, oftentimes the metaphors
 adopted by those involved in the testing, profi
 ciency, and standards enterprises seem more
 appropriate to developing consumer products
 connected to prescribed guidelines and uni
 form inspection procedures. That is, they seem
 to fit with our views of industry rather than
 nurturing human potential (Wile & Tierney,
 1996). With this in mind, I would suggest that

 we should assess assessment based on whether

 it is parsimonious with a society's bill of rights
 and our views of individual rights, opportuni
 ties, and freedoms.

 I fear that standards will perpetuate the ef
 fects uncovered when Ellwein, Glass, and
 Smith (1988) surveyed the history of the effects
 of various statewide proficiency testing?gate
 keeping and the removal rather than enhance
 ment of opportunities. Indeed, in Ohio and I
 would suspect other states, Ellwein et al.'s
 (1988) findings are being replicated. With the
 introduction of proficiency testing more stu
 dents are dropping out. Ironically, the tests were
 intended to improve instruction, but fewer stu
 dents are taking them, which in turn suggests
 that more students are passing them. So by
 keeping these dropouts invisible, advocates of
 proficiency testing and legislators claim the re
 form is having positive effects?that is, as more
 students leave or drop out, abhorring or deterred
 by the situation, legislators and advocates (in
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 eluding the media) erroneously suggest or ad
 vertise falsely that more students are passing.

 Closing remarks
 My principles for assessment emanate

 from a mix of child-centered views of teaching,
 developmental views of children, constructivist
 views of knowing, critical theoretical views of
 empowerment, and pluralistic views of society.
 I view them as suggesting directions and guide
 lines for thinking about the why, how, where
 and when, who, and what of assessment.

 Why?
 To develop culturally sensitive versus cul

 turally free assessments
 To connect assessment to teaching and

 learning
 To connect assessment to students' ongo

 ing goal setting, decision making, and
 development

 To become better informed and make better
 decisions

 To develop assessment that keeps up with
 teaching and learning

 How?
 Collaborative, participatory, client cen

 tered
 Coach-like, supportive and ongoing rather

 than judgmental, hard-nosed, and final
 Supplemental and complementary versus

 grade-like and summative
 Individually, diversely, not prepackaged
 Judiciously
 Developmentally
 Reasoned

 Where and when?
 Amidst students' lives

 Across everyday events and programs
 In and out of school

 Opportunistically, periodically, continuously

 Who?
 Students, teachers, and stakeholders

 What?
 Ongoing learning: development, resources,

 and needs
 Complexities
 Individuals and groups
 Evidence of progress and decision making
 Programs, groups, individuals

 In describing the essence of my proposi
 tion, I would like to return to where I began. I
 believe an overriding principle, which is per
 haps my 13th or more of a penumbra, is as
 sessment should be assessed in terms of its
 relationship with teaching and learning, in
 cluding the opportunities learners are offered
 and the rights and respect they are accorded.

 Shifts in my own thinking about assess
 ment began occurring when I asked myself
 this question: If I were to assess assessment,

 what criteria might I use? My answer to this
 question was that assessment practices should
 empower teachers, students, and their care
 givers. In other words, assessment practices
 should enrich teaching and learning. As I ex
 plored how tests might be used as tools of em
 powerment for teachers and learners, I became
 interested in whether this type of assessment
 actually helped teachers and students (as well
 as the student's caregiver, resource teachers,
 principal, and others) achieve a more expand
 ed view of the student's learning. I also want
 ed to know whether testing contributed to
 developing goals and formulating plans of ac
 tion, which would suggest that assessment
 practices were empowering. My view of em
 powerment includes:

 Teachers having a fuller sense (expanded, refined,
 different) of the students' abilities, needs, and in
 structional possibilities;

 Students having a fuller sense of their own
 abilities, needs, and instructional possibilities;

 Teachers integrating assessment with teaching
 and learning (this would entail the dynamic/ongoing
 use of assessment practices, as well as assessment
 tailored to classroom life); accommodating, adapt
 ing, adjusting, customizing?shifting assessment
 practices to fit with students and their learning and
 adjusting teaching in accordance with feedback
 from assessments;

 Students engaging in their own self-assess
 ments as they set, pursue, and monitor their own
 goals for learning in collaboration with others, in
 cluding peers, teachers, and caregivers.

 Communities of teachers, students, and parents
 forming and supporting one another around this as
 sessment process.

 The use of standardized tests, tests accom

 panying the published reading programs, and
 even teacher-made tests do not expand teach
 ers' views of their students' learning over time,
 nor suggest ways the teacher might help them.
 Nor are such tests integrated into classroom
 life. They tend to displace teaching and learn
 ing activities rather than enhance them.
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 Likewise, students rarely seem to be en
 gaged in learning how to assess themselves.

 When my colleagues and I interviewed teach
 ers with whom we began working in assess
 ment 10 years ago, most teachers did not
 conceptualize the goal of testing to be helping
 students reflect or obtain feedback on their

 progress, nor did they envision tests as helping
 students establish, refine, or achieve learning
 goals. When we interviewed students, we
 found that students in these classes tended to

 have a limited and rather negative view of
 themselves, and they had set few learning
 goals. Attempts to examine the impact of more
 learner-based assessments yielded quite con
 trasting results. In classrooms in which port
 folios were becoming an integral part of
 classroom life, teachers and students had de
 veloped a fuller sense of their own abilities
 (Carter, 1992; Carter & Tierney, 1988; Fenner,
 1995; S to well & Tierney, 1995; Tierney,
 Carter, & Desai, 1991).

 A study by Shavelson, Baxter, and Pine
 (1992) provides other confirmation of the
 worth of aligning assessment to the teaching
 and learning in classrooms. In their attempts to
 examine variations in instructional programs,
 they concluded that direct observations and

 more emergent procedures captured the shifts
 in learning while traditional methods (multiple
 choice, short answer) did not. Such findings
 should come as no surprise to those of us who
 have been involved in research on the effects

 of teaching upon learning; that is, very few lit
 eracy researchers would rely upon a standard
 ized test to measure the effectiveness of
 particular teaching strategies with different
 students. Instead, we are apt to pursue a range
 of measures, and some of us would not devel
 op our measures a priori. In fact, several ef
 forts have demonstrated the power of new
 assessment approaches to evaluate and guide
 program development and teacher change ef
 fectively (see Tierney et al., 1993).

 Designing these new assessment ap
 proaches has to do with a way of teaching,
 testing, and knowing that is aligned with a set
 of values different than what has been and still

 is espoused by most educational reformers.
 Unfortunately, the power of some of the psy
 chometricians and their entrenched values re

 lated to testing make the emergence of
 alternative assessment procedures difficult.

 Indeed, I see the shift as involving a cultural
 transformation?a shift away from what I
 view as a somewhat totalitarian practice tied to
 "old science" and metaphors that equate stu
 dent learning to quality control.

 Mike Rose (1995) suggests in Possible
 Lives that classrooms are created spaces, and
 the successful ones create spaces where stu
 dents feel safe and secure; they are the class
 rooms in which students are willing to stretch,
 take risks, and pursue their interpretive authori
 ty for themselves and with others. In a similar
 vein, Kris Gutierrez and her colleagues
 (Gutierrez, Rymes, & Larson, 1995), in dis
 cussing teacher-student discourse, assert the
 need for spaces where students and teachers can
 connect or transact with each other, rather than
 pass by one another. The key is finding ways to
 effect involvement and transaction rather than

 detachment and monolithic responses.
 Assessment must address making futures

 possible and pursuable rather than impossible
 or improbable. We must create spaces where
 students, teachers, and others can achieve fu
 tures and spaces wherein the dynamics and
 practices are such that they challenge but do
 not undermine the ecology of who students are
 and might become.

 Tierney has done considerable work with
 teachers and students on assessment issues

 from portfolios to report cards to studies of
 teacher and student change. He is currently
 Professor and Director, School of Teaching
 and Learning, The Ohio State University, 1945
 N. High Street, Columbus, OH 43210, USA.
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